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Abstract 
In the Indigenous cultures of East Africa leadership has a paramount importance. The people 
have the knowledge and awareness of living organisms, such as termites and bees that have 
leaders in their identity and kingdom. Hence, in a more sophisticated way, the indigenous 
people have an organized system of leadership that strengthens with traditional rites and 
rituals in their social life, in a way that elaborate their origin, identity, and firm their inter-
connection, with each other, to alleviate their oneness entity with Mother Nature. 
 
     Thus, a leader is someone who is chosen by extraordinary signs of nature, like the queen 
bee, and the king of termites.  Apparently, the people have to have an enthusiastic trust and 
respect for their leader. Hence, the overall fundamental purpose of this presentation would be 
to show the balance and interconnectedness of the rites, rituals and leadership from the 
indigenous people cultural perspective. In addition, to make the presentation vividly 
elaborative, the presentation would be supported by photographs, and ethnographic 
documentary film. 
     Fikeremarkos Desta is an ethnographic novel writer, who published seven books. He participated in the 
International Visitor Leadership Program of the United States Department of State in 2005. He won WIPO 
prestigious award and National Literary awards.  His 6th novel, Land of the Yellow Bull, was adapted into two 
documentary films, Becoming a Man in Africa and Black Samurai. Currently, he is a student at Lesley University in 
Cambridge, MA. 
